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This is a study about the didactical organization of a research based group of activities designed using 
APOS theory to help university students make constructions, needed to understand and graph two-variable 
functions, but found to be lacking in previous studies. The model of the “moments of study” of the 
Anthropological Theory of Didactics is applied to analyze the activities in terms of their institutional 
viability.  

ey ords  Advanced Mathematical hin ing  Geometry and Geometrical and Spatial hin ing 

Introduction 

F nctions of t o variables are of great importance in applied mathematics and engineering. o ever, 
despite their importance, there are fe  p blications that ta e advantage of their partic larities in order to 
st dy their teaching and learning. he first p blished article e fo nd that e plicitly treats f nctions of t o 
variables is by er shalmy 1997 . n it she insisted on the importance of the interplay bet een different 
representations to generali e ey aspects of these f nctions and to identify changes in hat seemed to be 
fi ed properties of each type of f nction or representation. abael 2009  st died the effect that sing the 
f nction machine  might have on st dent nderstanding of f nctions of t o variables, and concl ded that 

it had a positive impact in their learning. n other or , Montiel, Wilhelmi, ida ovic, and lsta  2009  
considered st dent nderstanding of the relationship bet een rectang lar, cylindrical, and spherical 
coordinates in a m ltivariable calc l s co rse. hey fo nd that the foc s on conversion among 
representation registers and on individ al processes of ob ectification, concept ali ation and meaning 
contrib tes to a coherent vie  of mathematical no ledge. Mart ne Planell and rig eros 2009  
investigated formal aspects of st dents  nderstanding of f nctions of t o variables and identified many 
specific diffic lties st dents have in the transition from one variable to t o variable f nctions. Using 
AP S theory, they related these diffic lties to specific coordinations that st dents need to constr ct among 
the set, one variable f nction, and 3 schemata. n a st dy abo t geometric aspects of t o variable 
f nctions, rig eros and Mart ne Planell 2010  concl ded that st dents  nderstanding can be related to 
the str ct re of their schema for 3 and to their fle ibility in the se of different representations. hese 
a thors gave evidence that the nderstanding of graphs of f nctions of t o variables is not easy for 
st dents and in partic lar, that intersecting s rfaces ith planes, and predicting the res lt of this 
intersection, plays a f ndamental role in nderstanding graphs of t o variable f nctions and as 
partic larly diffic lt for st dents. More concretely, st dents sho ed diffic lty intersecting f ndamental 
planes that is, planes of the form x = c ,  y = c , or z = c  here c is a constant  ith s rfaces given in 
different representational formats. ence they had diffic lty ith transversal sections, conto r c rves, and 
pro ections. Finally, rig eros and Mart ne Planell 2011  sed the moments of st dy of the 
Anthropological heory of Didactics to analy e the didactical organi ation of a idely sed calc l s 
te tboo  Ste art, 2006  and sho ed that its organi ation as neither effective in fostering the needed 
constr ctions nor viable from the pra eological point of vie . his stressed the need to s pplement 
traditional calc l s te tboo s ith activities hich cover those aspects fo nd to be lac ing in most 
te tboo s. r research estions in the present st dy are  

• Does a set of activities designed using a genetic decomposition of functions of two variables help 
students interiorize actions found to be necessary for a process conception of function of two 
variables? 

• Is the didactical organization of the activity sets conducive to their functioning well at the 
institutional level?  
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Theoretical Framework 

Since AP S is a ell no n theory e ill only briefly disc ss the notion of a genetic decomposition 
hich is important to the content of this paper. For more information on AP S the reader may refer to the 

brief disc ssion in rig eros and Mart ne Planell 2010 , or more e tensive treatments in Asiala et al 
1996 , and D bins y 1991, 1994 . 

n AP S heory, the st dy of st dent nderstanding of a partic lar concept starts ith a genetic 
decomposition.  his is a hypothesis advanced by the researcher and based on his  her no ledge, 
e perience, and any available previo s data of the actions, processes, and ob ects that m st be constr cted 
in order to attain the desired concept al nderstanding. A genetic decomposition is not ni e, as different 
researchers might propose different decompositions. o ever, it is important that the decomposition be 
contrasted ith data obtained from st dent intervie s to ascertain the constr ctions act ally being made by 
st dents. ypically, research data res lts in revisions of the genetic decomposition as researchers discover 

nforeseen constr ctions made by st dents, or constr ctions that are ass med to be readily made by 
st dents b t hich are not. he res lting revised genetic decomposition can be sed in research and also in 
the design of activities that may be incorporated into the instr ctional cycle and that may help st dents 
ma e the desired constr ctions.  

he initial genetic decomposition for f nction of t o variables is given in rig eros and Mart ne
Planell 2010 .  n order to accommodate res lts of that st dy, the genetic decomposition as refined to 
incl de the follo ing paragraph on the constr ction of the schema for 3, hich is important in the present 
st dy  he Cartesian plane, real n mbers, and the int itive notion of space schemata m st be coordinated 
in order to constr ct the Cartesian space of dimension three, 3, thro gh the action of assigning real 
n mbers to points in 2, and the actions of representing the res lts of those actions as 3 t ples, in a table or 
as points in space. hese actions are interiori ed into processes that ma e it possible to consider different 
sets or s bsets, in partic lar f ndamental planes, in each representation register. hese processes can be 
encaps lated into ob ects on hich f rther treatment actions or processes can be performed. hese 
treatment actions or processes incl de intersecting f ndamental planes ith other s rfaces to form 
transversal sections, conto r c rves and pro ections, and processes of conversion of those sets and s bsets 
among representations in a schema hich evolves and that can be themati ed as a schema for three
dimensional space, 3. 

A set of activities as prepared to help st dents ma e the constr ctions s ggested by the revised 
genetic decomposition. We considered it important to analy e and disc ss its organi ation and 
effectiveness. he moments of study of the Anthropological heory of Didactics A D  as sed as a tool 
for the epistemological analysis of the gro p of activities. n A D the mathematical activity and the 
activity of st dying mathematics are considered parts of h man activity in social instit tions (Chevallard, 
1997; Bosch & Chevallard, 1999). This theory considers that any human activity can be explained in terms 
of a system of praxeologies, or sets of practices hich in the case of mathematical activity constit te the 
str ct re of hat are called mathematical organizations M . Mathematical organi ations al ays arise as 
response to a estion or a set of estions. n a specific instit tion, one or several techniques are 
introduced to solve a task or a set of tasks. Tasks and the associated techniques, together form what is 
called the practical block of a praxeology. The existence of a technique inside an institution is justified by 
a technology, where the term “technology” is used in the sense of a discourse or explanation (logos) of a 
technique (technè). The technology is justified by a theory. A theory can also be a source of production of 
new tasks and techniques. Technology and theory constitute the technological-theoretical block of a 
praxeology. h s a pra eology is a fo r t ple � � �  tas s, techni es, technologies, theories , 
consisting of a practical bloc , � , the tas s and techni es, and a theoretical bloc , � � , made p of 
the technological and theoretical disco rse that e plains and stifies the techni es sed for the proposed 
tas s.  

Within an ed cational instit tion a mathematical pra eology is constr cted by a didactic process or a 
process of st dy of a M . his process is described or organi ed by a model of si  moments of st dy 
Chevallard, 2007) which are: first encounter with the praxeology, exploratory moment to or  ith tas s 
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so that techni es s itable for the tas s can emerge and be elaborated, the technical work moment to se 
and improve techni es, the technological-theoretical moment here the technological and theoretical 
disco rse ta es place, the institutionalization moment where the key elements of a praxeology are 
identified, leaving behind those that only serve a pedagogical purpose, and evaluation moment here 
st dent learning is assessed and the val e of the pra eology is e amined. It is important to clarify that the 
order of the moments is not fixed. It depends on the didactical organization in a given institution, but 
independently of the order it can be e pected that there ill be instances here the class ill be involved 
in activities proper to each of the moments .  

n a recent article, rig eros, osch, and Gasc n 2011  disc ssed the elements of AP S and A D 
theories that may be sed to e pand the theoretical basis of each of these theories itho t violating their 
respective basic tenets. hey observed that the model of the moments of st dy may be sed in AP S 
theory to e amine instr ction based on activities designed in accordance to AP S.  

Method 

n vie  of the res lts obtained in rig eros and Mart ne Planell 2010, 2011 , fo r activity sets ere 
designed to help st dents ma e those constr ctions fo nd to be needed to nderstand f nctions of t o 
variables. he activity sets dealt ith a  f ndamental planes and s rfaces, b  cylinders, c  graphs of 
f nctions, d  conto r maps and graphs of f nctions. All activity sets stress the se of sections in graphical 
analysis. For e ample, in a problem of the first activity set st dents are given the set 

  
S = x , y,z( ) : z = x 2 + (2+ y)3x + y 2{ }  and are as ed to dra  on a Cartesian plane its intersection ith the 

plane 2y = �  represent physically the intersection in space sing the manip lative in McGee, 2009  
dra  in three dimensional space the res lting intersection c rve ma ing s re it is placed in its 
corresponding plane  and give three points in the intersection. his is to be done right after st dents are 
introd ced to three dimensional space, after they have constr cted f ndamental planes as processes, and 
before f nctions of t o variables are defined. t aims to have st dents act on their process of f ndamental 
plane th s helping the encaps lation of f ndamental planes into ob ects. n another problem st dents are 
as ed to represent physically in space the set 

  
x , y ,z( ) : z = xy 2, y = 0{ }and dra  it in three dimensional 

space. his is a variation of the algebraic representation of the previo s e ample. 
After designing the activity sets, they ere analy ed in terms of the genetic decomposition and revised 

ntil the researchers agreed they covered those constr ctions predicted by the genetic decomposition. 
hen, the moments of st dy of the A D ere sed to analy e their didactic organi ation in t o different 

instit tions. For e ample, the problems presented above are designed to be part of the moment of the first 
encounter, here st dents meet an important idea needed to constr ct their 3 schema.  

Activities ere classroom tested and revised in t o consec tive semesters. After class testing the 
activities, a set of intervie s as nderta en to eval ate them. his prod ced ne  observations leading to 
f rther improvements on the activity sets. Fifteen st dents ere chosen and intervie ed after they had st 
finished an ndergrad ate m ltivariable calc l s co rse. f the 15 st dents, 9 had sed the activity sets 
and 6 had not. ach of these t o gro ps of st dents had e al n mber of above average, average, and 
belo  average st dents, as dged by their professors. ach intervie  lasted appro imately 45 min tes. 

hey ere transcribed and analy ed independently by the t o researchers. he concl sions ere 
negotiated. 

he intervie  estions relevant to this st dy are reprod ced belo  

1. Draw or represent in three-dimensional space the set of points in space that satisfy the equation 
2y =  and that are also in the graph of the function 2 2( , )f x y x y= + . 

2. What can you say of the intersection of the plane 0x =  with the graph of the function 
( , ) sin( )f x y x y= ? Represent the intersection in three-dimensional space.  

3. Students were to choose the graph of ( , ) sin( )f x y xy= among six given surfaces.  
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Results 

APOS and Activity Sets 

es lts s ggest that most st dents ho sed the activities had an interiori ed process of intersecting 
planes ith s rfaces. rlando, ho sed the activities, obtained a correct graph  

Orlando: I believe this is a cone … it would be… a circle, may I draw it?  
Interviewer: Yes, of course 
Orlando:  then this is a parabola on the  plane that is 4 nits p  even tho gh he says  plane 

he dra s and represents it physically correctly in the plane 2y = . 

ote that even tho gh initially he gave an incorrect ans er, rlando decided the iss e by sing 
sections, as practiced repeatedly in the activity sets, th s obtaining the correct graph. he most common 
st dent mista es on the first estion ere  acting on the familiarity of x 2 + y 2  concl de that the graph 

as a cylinder itho t sing sections  and then trying to obtain the intersection geometrically from that 
graph  and obtaining the correct form la   z = x 2 + 4  b t being convinced this is a parabola on the xz plane, 
not placing it correctly in space. St dents not sing the activities ere more prone to commit these errors 
as they had less practice intersecting f ndamental planes ith s rfaces and placing the res lting c rve in 
space. alerie, a st dent ho did not se the activities, seems not to have interiori ed the se of sections as 
a process  

Valerie:  2 2x y+  o ld be, a circle  this is harder than  tho ght   if  dra  it   in the xy 
plane, it o ld be a circle in the xy plane, then, if 2y =   it doesn t give the radi s  

estion 2 revealed st dents  diffic lties ith free variables. Most st dents did not reali e that after 
s bstit ting 0x =  into   z = x sin(y ) , the variable y can ta e any val e, so that the desired  intersection is 
the y a is. For e ample, ac eline, ho had sed the activity sets in her class, as able to respond 
correctly  ho ever it seems she avoids dealing ith the free variable by sing other sections to vis ali e 
the graph of the s rface   

Jackeline:  o ld have the sine f nction, then as x increases the amplit de is going to increase  so 
this o ld be a line nder estioning she specifies it is the y a is  

On the other hand Victor, also troubled by the free variable, but who did not use the activity sets, does 
not evidence a process of using sections: 

Víctor: 0x = , this is conf sing  the entire f nction sin( )x y becomes 0  therefore this o ld be a 
plane li e this and a plane li e this  the intersection consists of t o planes  

n estion 3, the pattern observed in previo s estions contin ed ith st dents ho sed the 
activity sets in class sho ing more of a tendency to se sections and th s performing better. 

Activity Sets and the Moments of Study 

According to A D, a balance of the moments of st dy is needed for materials to help st dent learning 
in an instit tion. As mentioned before, activities that sho  the importance and sef lness of intersecting 
f ndamental planes ith s rfaces can be considered as pertaining to the moment of the first encounter. he 
analysis of the activities sho ed that a large part of them are related to the moment of task exploration. 

his is no onder, given that in AP S theory reflection on actions so that they may be interiori ed into 
processes, and applying actions to processes so that they may be encaps lated into ob ects is of 
f ndamental importance, he activity sets start by e ploring a ide range of types of tas s aimed at giving 
st dents the opport nity to start b ilding a schema for 3 in hich f ndamental planes, intersections of 
f ndamental planes ith s bsets of 3, free variables, and adratic s rfaces, in different representational 
formats ill be nderstood. as  e ploration contin es in the second activity set ith cylinders, that is, 
s rfaces in three dimensional space described ith only t o variables. his gives the opport nity to have 
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st dents reflect on ho  to plot the graph of 2z x=  in three dimensions by initially e ploring a point by 
point representation. n o r previo s st dies e had con ect red that the action of point by point 
representation may be interiori ed into the process of dra ing graphs by sections, and this constr ction 

as incl ded in the refined genetic decomposition. he last set of intervie s sho ed clearly that this 
constr ction is necessary and ho  a lac  of interiori ation can act as an obstacle for the coordination of 
important processes needed to learn the partic larities of f nctions of t o variables. he interiori ation of 
actions s ch as graphing { }( , ,0) :x y y x= , { }( , ,1) :x y y x= , and { }( , ,2) :x y y x= , help st dents reflect on 

hat is happening as z ta es on different val es, and can be interiori ed hen they are as ed to dra  the 
graph of y x=  in three dimensional space. Coordination of different processes and reflection on them 
leads st dents to develop a method for dra ing cylinders in three dimensions.  ater, in the third and 
fo rth activity sets, tas s e plicitly involving the se of those methods for f nctions of t o variables gives 
st dents the opport nity to start by point by point constr ction actions and ic ly move on to generali e 
the constr cted processes for other f nctions li e 2( , )f x y x y= + . hey are also as ed to verify their graph 
by giving val es to z and sho ing the res lting c rves as part of the s rface dra n previo sly, an activity 

hich may be considered as part of the moment of evaluation as are problems in hich st dents compare 
their graphs of s rfaces to conto r diagrams they dra . ther tas s that are e plored incl de dar ening the 
c rves here specific f ndamental planes intersect a given graph of a s rface  matching a given set of 
form las to a given set of graphs of s rfaces ith stifications given in terms of transversal sections, 

hich can be considered as technological- theoretical moment. he fo rth and final activity set revie s 
transformations in the conte t of graphing f nctions of t o variables. he variety of activities in the 
moment of task exploration stresses the se and geometric significance of transversal sections ma ing the 
technical work moment e plicit. Many of the problems are bro en do n into parts to g ide st dents in a 
step by step constr ction and reflection on the graphing process. his is in accordance ith the didactical 
approach of AP S theory and is intended to complement traditional te tboo s, hich rig eros  
Martine Planell, 2011  tend to overloo  st dents  diffic lties sing transversal sections and conto rs to 
graph t o variable f nctions.  

he technical work moment is present in the activities as the n mber and variety of problems enables 
an increasing n mber of st dents to constr ct a process of graphing f nctions of t o variables ith 

nderstanding. Activity sets allo  st dents to b ild a schema for 3 ith the necessary coordinations to 
s stain ens ing graphing activities. Altho gh traditional boo s present techni es for graphing f nctions 
of t o variables, the n mber and variety of problems directly e ploring the se of f ndamental planes is 
limited. 

As disc ssed in Chevallard 2007 , the technological-theoretical moment is closely interrelated ith 
each of the other moments of st dy. his is also the case in this topic. he technology of sing traces or 
cross sections to dra  the graph of a t o variable f nction is introd ced in the moment of first enco nter 
and developed ith m ltiple opport nities to do tas  e plorations sing the activity sets. ven tho gh the 
activity sets do not incl de an e plicit disc ssion of the theory, they incl de opport nities to disc ss and 

stify the methods sed by st dents  also thro gho t the activity sets it becomes clear that s bstit ting a 
n mber for a variable in an e ation ith three variables corresponds to intersecting a f ndamental plane 

ith the graph of the e ation. his being the technology  in the sense of e planatory disco rse  sed for 
graphing f nctions of t o variables, the consistent se of this idea aids the constr ction of cross sections, 
pro ections, and conto rs, other ise fo nd to be diffic lt for st dents. Many te tboo s typically do not 
e plicitly emphasi e the role of f ndamental planes in graphing activities and hence st dents seem to come 
o t of these co rses itho t a clear notion of this technology.   

he moment of institutionalization is present hen the activity sets are formally incl ded in the co rse 
syllab s, b t more importantly hen f ndamental planes are e plicitly sed as an important stification 
technology thro gho t the co rse, for e ample, hen e plaining partial derivatives, tangent planes, 
differential, directional derivatives, iterated integration, and dra ing solids hose vol mes or mass is to be 
comp ted ith a do ble or triple integral. he idea of analy ing a f nction of t o variables by sing 
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no ledge of f nctions of one variable is pervasive in the co rse, so that opport nities abo nd d ring 
class disc ssion for b ilding pon the no ledge of f ndamental planes constr cted early on in the co rse, 
and to instit tionali e the processes and ob ects constr cted. deas in the activity sets that serve only a 
pedagogical p rpose are not instit tionali ed  for e ample, the action of plotting individ al points in a 
graph of a f nction is ic ly interiori ed into a process of graphing by sections. he moment of 
evaluation is ab ndantly available as activity sets present an opport nity for st dents to a to eval ate and 
disc ss their or . t is also present if activities are collected and corrected to eval ate st dents, sed in 
gro p activities, or sed as the basis of test items, or hen activity sets themselves are eval ated by 
st dies, s ch as this one, comparing st dent performance. 

Conclusion 

es lts s ggest that the activity sets help st dents interiori e actions described in the genetic 
decomposition of f nction of t o variables into processes, and encaps late processes into ob ects and th s, 

hen sed effectively, have the potential to improve st dents  nderstanding of graphs of f nctions and 
their performance in graphing activities. his can only improve as activity sets are iteratively sed and 
disc ssed in class, refined on the basis of classroom observations, and f rther st died in depth ith 
s ccessively improved intervie  instr ments, as has been sho n in this st dy. For e ample, this st dy 

ncovered the need to target activities early on that e plore the se of free variables, the convenience of 
sing s rfaces ith graphs that are nli ely to be memori ed by st dents, and the need that some st dents 

have of doing a point by point s etch of a graph before they are able to effectively se sections. Some 
or  remains to be done to complete the sets of activities to e plore other aspects of the constr ction of 

the concept of f nctions of t o variables, s ch as recogni ing domain and range, and or ing ith 
restricted domains, b t so far, intervie  res lts sho  that they improve st dents  nderstanding. 

he activity sets sho s the presence of all the moments re ired in the st dy of the graph of these 
f nctions. n comparison ith traditional te ts and co rses, the moment of first enco nter is clearly present 
in the activity sets, hile the moment of tas  e ploration offers a ide range of activities and opport nities 
to interiori e actions into processes or to encaps late processes into ob ects. he moment of or  on the 
techni es presents the challenge of balancing the n mber of activities in each set that can realistically be 

sed in class, or be assigned to st dents. he moment of instit tionali ation is present hen the pra eology 
developed in the activities is b ilt pon thro gho t the rest of the co rse. Finally, the moment of 
eval ation is present hen eval ating st dent individ al and gro p performance in the activities, incl ding 
in similar test items, and most importantly, hen eval ating the effectiveness of the activity sets per se. 

AP S and semiotic representation theories are cognitive theories of learning and as s ch are limited in 
their capacity to describe and predict the effects on learning of social and instit tional constraints. 

o ever, e have sho n a sit ation here one of the models of the A D can be sef l in analy ing the 
design of activities that res lt from a cognitive analysis of a learning sit ation. Constr ctions and 
coordinations fo nd to be missing in st dies of st dents  constr ction of graphs of t o variable f nctions 
can be addressed ith activities specifically designed to foster those constr ctions, in a pedagogical 
organi ation that ta es the different moments of st dy into acco nt.  
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